To use our Ring Sizer, follow these steps:

1) Select **Print**.

2) **IMPORTANT**: in ‘Page Handling’ ensure ‘Page Scaling’ is set to ‘None’ or on older browsers: ‘Fit to Page’ options are un-checked on the print command screen. i.e. so the page is printed at 100%.

   **Check Print Size** – Line below must measure 5cm.

   ![5cm Line](image)

3) Cut out the sizer.

4) Make a slot in the sizer by cutting along the dotted line.

5) Roll the sizer into a circle with the numbers on the outside.

6) Insert the end of the tab into the slot. **Figure A**

7) Place the sizer around your finger and pull the tab through the slot until the paper is snug around your finger.

8) Read your Dexter Finger Size on the scale.

**ALTERNATIVE METHOD:** Take a piece of good quality (non stretchy) string or wire, wrap it firmly around your finger, and measure the length in mm – As simple as that!

**Figure A**  
In this example, the ring size is **dxf-117**  
In this example, the ring size is **dxf-116 ½**